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	2016/10 New SAP C_TPLM22_64: SAP Certified Application Associate - Project System with SAP ERP 6.0 EHP4 Exam
Questions Released Today! 1.|2016/10 Latest C_TPLM22_64 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 85Q&As Download:

http://www.braindump2go.com/c-tplm22-64.html 2.|2016/10 Latest C_TPLM22_64 Exam Questions & Answers:

https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjd2-aL2jOPXb_vpo  QUESTION 10In general the costs of internally processed activities and

general cost activities can be distributed as required over the network duration and this distribution is controlled using a distribution

key that can be stored in the activity. How are costs distributed if a distribution key is not maintained in the activity for internally

processed activities?Please choose the correct answer. A.    The system uses the key from the work centerB.    Costing key is

consideredC.    The costs are distributed evenly over the earliest dates in the activityD.    System uses valuation variant Answer: A

QUESTION 11Among the various functions provided by progress tracking that simplify data entry and analysis which function

allows you to go the master data display for objects that are underlined? Please choose the correct answer. A.    Copying datesB.   

SubitemsC.    Mass change of scenariosD.    Hotspots Answer: D QUESTION 12In progress tracking what are the different ways of

assigning the dates of events that are assigned to network components while evaluation?There are 3 correct answers to this question.

A.    Using BADIsB.    Generation and assignment of a new eventC.    Direct assignment of a new eventD.    Direct assignment of a

standard event Answer: ABD QUESTION 13Assume you have information on sources of supply, quantities, and prices and you

have decided to use unit costing to produce a cost plan per WBS element. Which of the following costs can be planned? There are 3

correct answers to this question. A.    Each materialB.    Cost element levelC.    Internal serviceD.    Each internal activity Answer:

ABD QUESTION 14Which transaction along with suitable selection criteria allows you to specify which networks and sub

networks are to be taken into account as part of overall network scheduling? Please choose the correct answer. A.    CN22NB.   

CN24NC.    CN21ND.    CN23N Answer: B QUESTION 15What is the flag used for WBS elements for which you want to plan

costs?Please choose the correct answer. A.    Billing elementsB.    Assignment elementsC.    Planning elementsD.    Revenue

elements Answer: C QUESTION 16Which item category do you choose if you do not want to include the components in inventory

management but want to use them immediately in the network? Please choose the correct answer. A.    Stock itemB.    Non-stock

itemC.    Network itemD.    Procurement item Answer: B   !!!RECOMMEND!!!   1.Braindump2go|2016/10 Latest C_TPLM22_64

Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 85Q&As Download:http://www.braindump2go.com/c-tplm22-64.html 2.Braindump2go|2016/10 Latest

C_TPLM22_64 Exam Questions & Answers:https://1drv.ms/b/s!AvI7wzKf6QBjd2-aL2jOPXb_vpo
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